Tasks for Infants

The following tasks have been suggested by infant teachers as useful at K - 2 level (5-8 year olds) with the following provisos.

1. The tasks were originally designed for Grades 2 - 10 (8 - 15 year olds).
2. The reading requirements of the task card may mean strategies need to be employed to make the tasks accessible to younger students. Two such strategies are using parent helpers and arranging buddies with older children.
3. There is more information about using tasks in Years K - 2 in the Teachers' Handbook at: mathematicscentre.com/taskcentre/docs.htm#taskcentre.

2. Cars In A Garage
5. Make A Snake
9. Row Points
11. Lining Up
12. Matching Cards
13. The Frog Pond
15. Domino Trails
19. Cookie Count
20. Pack the Box
23. Two Colours Game
30. Truth Tiles
36. Making Triangles
45. Eric The Sheep
50. Flight Departures
52. Which Floor?
59. 13 Away
60. Back to Back Building
73. In the Bag
74. Button Sort
75. What's It Worth?
79. Tangram Teasers
83. Race Track
86. Thirty-One
93. Leading the Blind
100. Mirror Patterns 1
102. Crazy Animals
110. Who Lives Where?
113. Calendar
118. Ice Cream Flavours
119. Police Line Up
120. Nim
121. Farmyard Views
129. Farmyard Friends
141. Flags From A Ship
143. Hearts & Loops
156. Photo Angles
161. Soma Cube 2
166. Sphinx
183. Pizza Toppings
185. Coloured Cubes
218. Guessing Colours Game
223. Cat and Mouse
228. Koala Carts
229. Animal Farm
230. Pack Up Your Bears
231. Flowers In The Field
232. Dice Footy

Also consider Working Mathematically with Infants: http://www.mathematicscentre.com/calchange